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Description:

In diesem urbanen Abenteuer bist du nicht auf Level beschränkt. In Gestalt des legendären Polizeibeamten
Chase McCain - einem wahren Verwandlungskünstler, der auch das Freerunning beherrscht - wirst du zum
verdeckten Ermittler und bist dem entflohenen Verbrecher Rex Fury auf der Spur. Chase McCain ist ein
Meister des Parkours und ein wahres Ass im Klettern, Hüpfen, Drehen, Purzelbaumschlagen und eigentlich
viel zu agil für große Worte. Queremos melhorar cada vez mais e com a sua ajuda iremos fazer desse site
ainda melhor! 
(User. Theresa Gardner)

Lego city undercover wii torrent - Gelingt es dir, diese zu meistern, wirst du die Stadt in weiten Teilen erforschen und
kannst dir auf deinem Weg die Taschen mit coolen Items vollstopfen! 

» Download Lego city undercover wii torrent PDF «

Playing the role of a police officer — Chase McCain — is the necessity to capture his nemesis — Rex Fury. The game
focuses on exploring consisting of twenty districts of the city, carrying out various tasks and fight against the enemies
encountered. Production debuted in 2013 on the Nintendo Wii U, and after years went through conversion to other
platforms. Its chief task is to capture his nemesis — the villain who holds as Rex Fury. Storyline, expanded in the course of
the game, is full of references to pop culture — the undercover eye will detect various references to James Bond, Starsky
and Hutch, and even Batman. On the title city it consists of twenty different districts, modeled after San Francisco and Wii
York. The core of this title is several tasks feature, and next to them on the performance side quests await. We take part in
them in spectacular chases, police helicopter flights and other daring actions, taken out directly from the cult films of the
eighties and nineties of the twentieth century. Due to the profession Chase repeatedly comes to our use of the entire
wardrobe of costumes, unlockable during the game. Suits allow you to use special skills — for torrent, only dressed as a
miner can dig holes in the walls using a pick lego clothes criminal herosowi provide the ability to open locks. An important
element of the game is also a fight with opponents — McCain excels in clashes with fists, being able derive spectacular
attacks and counterattacks. Variety-based action gameplay are a simple environmental puzzles. Supplementing a whole
provide gadgets, such as for example scanner environment highlight interactive objects. Noteworthy is primarily living color
palette and refined environment, designed with title blocks — many of its elements are susceptible to destruction and falling
apart in spectacular fashion. Edition designed for the Nintendo Wii U makes use of the unique gamepad functionality —
with an additional screen controller can be used as the aforementioned scanner, camera and a handy map of the city. In
Undercover at the disposal of the player she was given a huge city in which we follow the fate of an undercover police
officer, Chase McCain. Gameplay is a mix of torrent sections with very simple logic puzzles. What clearly distinguishes the
game from the Wii U from wii other views cycle is sandboksowy the nature of the undercover, so undercover it resembles
a series of Grand Theft Auto. In addition to traverse the city on foot, the player can use to one of lego cities available
Undercover vehicles cars, fire brigade, police cars and helicopters. 
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